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In 2017, RPM portfolios delivered mixed results during a period of extremely low market 
volatility despite political chaos in the US and geopolitical tensions elsewhere. In the first 
half of the year, overall trendiness remained in no-man’s-land due to disappointing US 
statistics and the chaotic start to the Trump presidency. In the second half,  bullishness 
slowly returned to financial markets following revised, stronger-than-expected data. 
However, only equity markets provided exploitable trends. Other sectors, especially 
comm odities, remained choppy and rather trendless throughout the year. Performance 
was mixed across managers and sub strategies; programs with little or no commodity 
 exposure did better than fully diversified ones.

In 2018, the global recovery is expected to continue. However, the next slowdown is 
 looming on the horizon. Whether this is due already in 2018 or later in 2019 is open for 
 debate. Furthermore, it is possible that the global unwinding of QE could trigger the next 
crisis. Currently, CTAs should be able to participate in the bullish market  environment 
now that it has become more obvious and widely accepted. If the coming slowdown is only 
cyclical, one should not expect too much from the industry. However, if the  a nt icipated 
slowdown becomes significant or turns into a crisis, we expect CTAs to deliver crisis 
 alpha as usual.
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A WORD FROM OUR CEO

The most surprising observation in fi nancial markets in 2017 was the historically low volatility in 

equities – this despite increasing geopolitical tensions, the mess in the White House, the undoing 

of trade agreements, the Brexit negotiations etc. etc.

And, the low volatility was not restricted to equity markets. Futures markets displayed a similar 

 pattern: a gradual decline throughout the year. Regardless of the time-period over which volatility 

was measured during the year, the average volatility across futures market at year-end was in the 

5th  percentile or lower (measured on daily data since 2000). We have covered this phenomenon

extensively during 2017 in our “RPM Educationals”, seminars and presentations. However, in recent weeks, we have seen an 

 interesting development: a noticeable pick-up in directional volatility in the futures markets (see Figure 1).
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The graph above shows three different volatility measures, averaged across 70+ futures markets and 52 look-back periods (5 

to 260 days with 5 day increments) since 2016. These volatilities are normalized, meaning that they are expressed as standard 

deviations from their own average values since 2000, and read off the left axis. Currently, the standard deviation is approx. 1.5 

standard deviations below its mean.

However, the directional volatility, which basically tells us how much of the daily variation in futures prices is going in one 

 direction – up or down - is picking up. The same goes for the average absolute price move in the markets. The Soc Gen CTA Index, 

read off the right axis, has also managed to profi t from this. And, the RPM funds are certainly no exception from this  positive start 

to the year 2018.

The scenario that seems to develop is quite encouraging. Many argue that the world is rapidly moving towards a peak in the 

business cycle with the United States leading the way. Standard deviation in markets is still extremely low but whatever little price 

variation there is, it increasingly takes the form of directional moves – or price trends – which may indicate that a consensus on 

the macroeconomic state and direction of the world is building. This raises hopes that the last two years of low volatility and a 

trendless environment may fi nally be over - something that should be benefi cial to CTA performance.

- Mikael Stenbom

 

FIGURE 1

Volatilities in futures markets: Jan- 
16 - Jan. 10, 2018, (normalized 2000 
- 2018) and Société Générale CTA 
Index (Soc Gen CTA Index). Source: 
BarclayHedge, RPM
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2017H1: TRUMP RALLY FADES; 2017H2: BULLISHNESS 

SLOWLY TAKING HOLD

The CTA universe is dominated by diversifi ed systematic trend 

following managers who generate profi ts in a trending  market 

environment, i.e. when asset prices move  substantially 

and sustainably in many different markets. Figure 2 shows 

RPM’s measure of overall market trendiness, i.e. the Market 

 Diver-gence Indicator (MDI), its moving long-term average, and 

the 60-day moving average of the SG CTA Index’ daily returns 

3YTD.1  Both  series move roughly in sync and in cycles.

Just like 2016, 2017 was quite disappointing  regarding 

overall trendiness. Only briefl y, in Oct-17 and towards  year-end, 

did the trend indicator touch above its long-term  average level. 

In our view, last year can roughly be divided into two halves:

1. In the fi rst half of the year, the so-called “Trump r ally” 

 starting in 2016, was cut short sending markets  s  e arching 

for direction, trendiness dropped back and  remained 

in no-man’s-land for a prolonged period of time, due to 

 disappointing s tatistics and the shockingly chaotic start 

to the Trump p residency. 

2. In the second half, following much stronger-than- 

expected US data (revised after hurricanes Harvey 

and Irma)  markets had a lot of catching up to do (see 

 Figure 3). H owever, bullishness did not spread to other 

 markets outside of e quities and, thus, a broad-based 

trend  environment did not really  develop until Sep/ Oct-17 

when the US Economic Surprise Index crossed over into 

positive territory.

1 MAIN DRIVERS OF CTA PERFORMANCE IN 2017

FIGURE 2

60-day rolling SG CTA Index and RPM MDI 3YTD, 
daily data, source: Bloomberg, Barclay Hedge
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1 The MDI measures overall “trendiness” of fi nancial and commodity futures markets by correlating the price-changes and the underlying volatilities of 76 futures  markets 
across all sectors and across multiple time frames. The long-term correlation of daily changes between the MDI and CTA perfor-mance (SG CTA Index) is around 0.8.

FIGURE 3

Citigroup Economic Surprise Index USD and 
MDI in 2017, daily data. Source: Bloomberg
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EXTREMELY LOW VOLATILITY DESPITE POLITICAL CHAOS IN 

WASHINGTON AND GEOPOLITICAL CONCERNS 

CTAs produce positive performance when prices move 

 sustainably and substantially. In other words, to perform CTAs 

need trends coupled with volatility (so-called “ directional 

 volatility”). When there are no trends but just volatility, most 

trend following models generate a lot of false entry and 

exit s ignals and, thus, strategies get “whipped around” 

 accumulating  losses over time. When there are trends with 

(very) little v olatility, positions often get levered up and, then, 

even small changes in volatility, i.e. one-off volatility spikes, 

can cause large losses.

In 2017, despite the ongoing political chaos in  Washington 

and other geopolitical issues, such as the saber rattling 

b etween the US and North Korea, fi nancial market  volatility 

reached low levels not seen in decades. For  example, in 

F igure 4 we have plotted the frequency distribution of the 

 65-day r olling annualized volatilty of the S&P500 going back 

to  Ja n-75. In 2017, volatility has exclusively remained in the 

left tail of the distribution setting a new record-low of 5.2% 

 annualized on November 22nd. 
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FIGURE 4

S&P 500 60-day roll. volatility frequency 
 distribution Jan-75 to Dec-17, daily data. Source: 
Bloomberg

However, the ride was not as smooth as one could  suspect 

from the above graph. In Figure 5, as an alternative  volatility 

measure, we have plotted the VIX (implied) volatility index in 

2017. Throughout the year, volatility (as measured by the 

VIX) was extremely low, never reaching above its  long-term 

 average level and twice setting new record lows, i.e. in 

    Oct- and  N ov-17. However, this universal feeling of calm was 

i nterrupted several times by vicious, yet short-lived volatility 

spikes. For example, renewed euro-angst before the French 

election, President Trump’s suspected meddling with the 

 ongoing FBI  investigation, North Korea etc. These brief fl ight-

to-safety moves, in an otherwise bullish environment, cost 

RPM  managers dearly as illustrated in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 5

VIX in 2017, daily data. Source: Bloomberg
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TRENDS LIMITED TO FINANCIAL MARKETS, ESPECIALLY 

 EQUITIES; COMMODITIES WEIGH ON PERFORMANCE

Despite the risk of repeating ourselves, we want to point out 

once again, that CTAs need sustainable and substantial price 

moves across many different markets to be able to generate 

signifi cant returns. However, in 2017, the only ( exploitable) 

trend environment could be found in global stock indices 

(and at times other fi nancial markets). Commodity  markets, 

on the other hand, remained very choppy and trendless 

 throughout the year. Figure 7 shows our trend indicator MDI 

on a sector-by-sector basis; the y-axis roughly  representing 

quartile  boundaries for the sector-based trend indicators. 

We can see that only  equity markets were showing any 

signs of life  throughout 2017. In FX, there was a brief  period 

 during the  summer when US  dollar weakness had gained 

some  exploitable  momentum. H owever, in fi xed income and 

 especially in commodity  markets,  trendiness  remained 

 subdued  throughout the year, and  commodities  basically 

stayed in the 1st quartile the whole time.

Thus, managers and funds with relatively high commodity 

exposure suffered more than managers and programs with 

little or no commodity exposure. For example, in Figure 8, we 

show aggregated sector performance for the RPM  Composite. 

Commodities have been a drag on performance, whereas 

 fi nancials, in fact only equities, have contributed positively to 

overall performance.
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FIGURE 6

Scatterplot of percentage changes VIX vs. RPM 
Composite2, daily data. Sources: Bloomberg, RPM

2 The RPM Composite covers the unleveraged live asset-weighted performance of all accounts managed by RPM at any given point of time.
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FIGURE 7

Sector MDIs 2017, daily data. Source: Bloomberg

FIGURE 6

RPM Composite Financials vs. Commodities PnL, daily data. Source: 
RPM
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UNEXPECTED US DOLLAR WEAKNESS 

Finally, despite the Fed being the only major central bank in 

hiking mode, the US dollar weakened considerably against 

other currencies throughout the year (see Figure 9), which 

was particularly challenging for fundamental managers 

(see Figure 10). The move can be explained, in hindsight, by 

 weaker-than-expected US data in 2017H1 and other,  non-US, 

central banks being surprisingly hawkish, especially in  J un-17. 

However, an inexplicable rest remains, and Capital  Economics 

(2017-11-28) remark: “We fi nd the dollar’s recent slide 

 mystifying”. In Figure 10, we can see  managers  coming into 

the new year with (major) long US dollar e xposure  following 

Trump’s victory in the US presidential election. As the dollar 

weakens, technical managers are  adjusting their exposure 

 accordingly. However, on aggregate, not until  May-17 a net 

short position is established. In the second half of the year, as 

the single currency starts moving  sideways, absolute  exposure 

is reduced accordingly. Regarding  fundamental managers, 

however, after initial success, these managers were obviously 

fi nding it more diffi cult to trade the FX  markets in 2017.
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FIGURE 9

US$ trade-weighted indices and Fed fund target 
rate, daily data. Source: Bloomberg
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FIGURE 10

RPM fundamental vs. technical managers currency 
PnL and net USD position (i.e. underlying value/
NAV) from Dec-16 to Dec-17, monthly data. Source: 
RPM
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In the fi rst quarter, CTA performance was mixed as President 

Trump’s divisive approach to governing created an uncertain 

market environment. Managers generally profi ted from being 

long stock indices and lost from everything else. 

In 2017Q2, CTAs were down as the diffi cult  trading 

 environment continued, fi nishing the quarter with a 

 synchronized bond and equity sell-off amid unexpectedly 

 hawkish non-US  central bank comments. On  aggregate, 

p erformance was negative across managers and sub 

s trategies.

In 2017Q3, managers were down again as  previously 

 profi table trends in bonds, currencies, and precious 

 metals  reversed forcefully towards the end of the 

 quarter as  geopolitical  concerns faded away and the Fed 

 surprised  markets with an unexpectedly hawkish stance. 

 Prior,  managers were able to exploit falling bond yields, a 

 weakening US dollar, and a general risk-off mood amid the 

political chaos in  Washington and increasing geopolitical 

 tensions  surrounding North Korea. Trend followers were down 

while diversifying strategies contributed positively to overall 

 performance. 

Finally, in the fourth quarter, performance rebounded 

 signifi cantly as global stock (and energy) markets sustained 

their upward momentum. Regarding equities, throughout 

the quarter, better-than-expected (hurricane-revised) data 

and US tax reform hopes, among other factors, helped drive 

global indices to new record highs. Regarding energies, oil 

prices  rallied amid decreasing inventories, supply  disruptions, 

and continued political tensions in the Middle East. In 

 general,  performance was positive across managers and sub 

 strategies.

2 MARKET SUMMARY QUARTER BY QUARTER

3 MANAGER SELECTION AND STRATEGY ALLOCATION 
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FIGURE 11

RPM managers’ absolute performance in 2017, 
yearly data; managers that were opened in 
2017 are marked with “*”; no managers were 
closed during the year.

In 2017, RPM allocated to 16 different CTA programs. 

 Conceptually, a core group of technical trend following 

 managers is balanced with a set of diversifying strategies. 

A  diversifying strategy can be purely technical, for example 

short-term trading, or primarily fundamental in nature, i.e. 

(systematic) global macro. 

Last year, RPM added four new managers. No manager 

was closed. New programs consist of two so-called “hybrid” 

trend following managers, i.e. both managers combine 

trend following and mean-reversion models to lower the 

 correlation to conventional trend following programs, and 

two VIX  arbitrage managers. However, in contrast to most 

other VIX traders, beforementioned VIX programs do not 

have a short volatility bias and, thus, will not water down 

the portfolios’ crisis alpha characteristics. All new programs 

are so-called “evolving managers” – as opposed to emerging 

managers on the one hand and large cap and/or matured 

managers on the other.

Out of the current 16 managers in our portfolios, 14 are 

technical managers that use price data as the main  input 

 factor to their investment process. Four of them  apply pure 

 medium-term trend following techniques diversifi ed across 

many different markets; four managers  systematically  combine 

trend following and mean-reversion strategies; one manager 

 combines trend following and non-directional  commodity 

spread trading; three managers are pure  short-term traders, 

one of them purely intraday; and two managers exploit the VIX 

term structure. The remaining two managers use a  systematic, 

fundamental investment process with a global macro focus.
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RPM actively allocates between managers in response to 

 perceived market opportunities and risks. Regarding the RPM 

Evolving CTA Fund, trend following was kept above its long-

term average weight of 60%, throughout the year. The reasons 

were perceived opportunities and the existing  diversifi cation 

within the sub strategy bloc due to the  number of so-called 

“hybrid” trend followers in the portfolio.  However, due to 

 lagging  performance of hybrid  managers,  allocations were 

shifted  towards more “standard” trend  following  managers 

during the second half of the year. Regarding diversifying 

 strategies,  existing short-term  traders were kept below par 

while fundamental managers were  slightly  overweighed. The 

new sub category to the short-term trading sub strategy bloc, 

i.e. VIX trading, was added gradually during the second half 

of the year.

With regards to RPM Galaxy, in 2017H1, trend  following 

was kept below its long-term average weight of 75% in  favor 

of  s hort-term trading. During the second half of the year, 

 however, due to perceived opportunities, trend following was 

increased to above-average levels. This shift in horizontal 

 allocations turned out to be benefi cial to the portfolio.
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FIGURE 12 -  RPM EVOLVING CTA FUND

Average time-weighted manager and sub 
 strategy US$ and risk allocation in RPM 
 Evolving during 2017, managers that were 
opened in 2017 are marked with “*”; no 
 managers we re-closed during the year.

FIGURE 13 -  RPM GALAXY

Average time-weighted manager and sub 
strategy US$ and risk allocation in RPM Galaxy 
during 2017
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RPM CTA portfolios’ performance attributions 
by sector 2017

4 RPM FUND-SPECIFIC COMMENTS

On an aggregate basis, in 2017, except 

for short term-trading, RPM’s  diversifying 

 managers performed in line with their 

 respective sub strategy benchmark whereas 

trend following managers underperformed 

due to hybrid managers. On aggregate, but 

of course mainly due to manager ST3, RPM 

short-term traders signifi cantly outperformed 

their SG sub strategy benchmark.
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FIGURE 14
RPM aggregate sub strategy indices vs. SocGen benchmark indices, monthly 
data.3

3. Composite sub strategy indices cover the live asset-weighted performance of all accounts managed by RPM at any given point of time according to our own 
sub strategy classifi cation. Dec-17 value for SG Macro Trading Index is an estimate using the RPM Fundamental Composite Index as a proxy.

This year, again there was signifi cant dispersion between 

 existing CTAs. As so often, differences in performance 

 depended on sector exposure and trading horizons. Given 

the choppy trading environment, especially in  commodities, 

 managers with little or no commodity exposure fared 

 better than fully diversifi ed managers. Furthermore, less 

 whipsaw-sensitive CTAs with a large and stable long equity 

 exposure were generally on the winning side.

In 2017, the difference in performance between RPM’s 

two funds is quite pronounced with Galaxy being up 3.4% and 

Evolving down 9.8%. In short, there are three reasons for this:

1. Typically, evolving managers have a larger  commodity 

exposure which worked against the fund throughout 

the year.

2. Furthermore, the larger, more established (i.e. less 

nimble) managers in Galaxy were able to participate 

 uninterruptedly in this year’s equity bull market which 

was the main reason for Galaxy’s outperformance in 

the fourth  quarter.

3. Finally, in Jan-17, Galaxy’s short-term trading  manager 

delivered stellar performance, untypical for the 

 industry in general and the sub strategy in particular, 

almost completely offsetting the otherwise negative 

performance in the fund that month.
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4.1 RPM EVOLVING CTA FUND

The RPM Evolving CTA Fund is built on RPMs over 20 years’ 

experience as a CTA investor. RPM Evolving focuses on CTAs in 

the so-called “evolving phase”. Typically, CTAs in the  evolving 

phase have two to seven years of track record with MUSD 

20 to BUSD 1 in AUM. Historically, this has proven to be the 

most attractive period for CTA managers from a risk/return 

 perspective. RPM Evolving runs at a long-term target of 13% 

annual volatility. The Fund currently consists of 13 evolving 

managers with an expected annual turnover of 2-3 managers.

In 2017, RPM Evolving (F EUR) lost 9.8% with profi ts in 

stock indices outweighed by losses elsewhere. Compared 

to established managers, evolving managers were quite 

 successful in handling the frequent turnarounds in fi xed 

 income markets. However smaller managers are usually 

more active in  commodities than in fi nancial markets. Thus, 

losses in commodities were larger and the offsetting gains in 

 equities smaller compared to established managers, r esulting 

in a negative yearly outcome. With regards to sub strategy 

 performance, trend following managers ended the year in 

negative territory, except for one hybrid manager.4  Regarding 

 diversifying strategies, short-term trading was down whereas 

fundamental managers had mixed performance. Newly  added 

VIX traders contributed positively to overall performance.

4.2 RPM GALAXY FUND

The RPM Galaxy Fund is a concentrated portfolio of three 

systematic CTAs. The fund is suited for investors looking for 

classic CTA exposure but with better diversifi cation. The core 

of the portfolio is trend following with short-term trading as a 

diversifi er. The fund trades at a target of 17% annual volatility.

In 2017, RPM Galaxy (C EUR) was up 3.2% with profi ts 

( almost) solely generated in equities. This was enough to 

 outweigh losses elsewhere. Performance was positive across 

managers and sub strategies with the existing short-term 

 trading manager – once again – outshining its peers.

4.3 RISK ADJUSTMENTS

RPM monitors market data and positions daily and  responds 

to risk and opportunities as they occur. Because RPM  utilizes 

managed accounts, portfolio adjustments can be made 

 quickly when necessary. Compared to fund-of-funds  without 

access to position data and daily liquidity, managed  accounts 

provide an opportunity for RPM to add value more than what 

can be made from manager selection.

In 2017, we made one risk adjustment, i.e. a risk 

 increase between Sep- and Dec-17. On September 11th, as 

 market trendiness, as measured by the MDI, broke out of its 

range, portfolio risks were increased by approximately 20% 

through higher allocations to trend following managers in 

both  Evolving and Galaxy. In Dec-17, risk was taken off again, 

ahead of the less liquid holiday season and as sell-off risk, 

as measured by our CoMaSe™ indicator, had breached its 

 predefi ned  threshold. Both in Galaxy and Evolving,  vertical 

 leverage  adjustments were positive, contributing about 

68bps and 19bps respectively.

4. We are currently adjusting the trend following bloc in two ways, i.e. reducing commodity exposure and adding to the  long-term end of the trading horizon 
spectrum to make the sub strategy’s performance more comparable to existing benchmarks.  
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FIGURE 16

RPM Evolving F EUR and Galaxy C EUR risk in-/decreases in 2017, daily 
data
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5 OUTLOOK FOR 2018

Managed Futures profi t from both large upswings and 

 slowdowns in economic activity. Furthermore, during fi  nancial 

market crises, CTAs tend to outperform other i nvestment 

styles, delivering “crisis alpha”. However,  periods around 

 business cycle turning points are typically less  attractive from 

an absolute return perspective (see Figure 17).

In 2008, during the violent economic downturn, CTAs 

 delivered stellar performance. 2009 was marked by weak 

 performance which coincided with the trough of the business 

cycle. In 2010, economic activity as well as CTA performance 

rebounded noticeably. In 2011, 2012, and 2013,  passing 

through an extended sideways period, CTA  performance 

 declined. In 2014 and 2015H1, economic  activity picked 

up again more sustainably; and performance followed suit. 

In 2015H2, the business cycle made another turnaround, 

 basically prolonging the sideways move seen in  previous years, 

before rebounding signifi cantly in 2016H2. This year, the 

 recovery has continued. However, the economic i mprovement 

has been overshadowed by  ( geo) political  turmoil creating a 

diffi cult trading environment for most CTAs.
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FIGURE 17

CTA performance (i.e. 4-quarter rolling  average 
of Barclay CTA Index minus the risk-free 
rate) and the US business cycle (in terms of 
4-quarter rolling GDP annualized growth rates), 
quarterly data. 2017Q4 value is the GDPNow 
model forecast for real GDP growth (seasonally 
adjusted annualized rate) from January 3rd, 
2018, as provided by the Atlanta Fed. 2018 and 
2019 quarterly values are based on Capital 
Economics’ (seasonal adjusted annualize rates) 
forecast as of 2017-12-22. Sources: Barclay 
Hedge, Bloomberg, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, Capital Economics

Going forward, there seems to be a consensus that the 

( global) economic recovery will continue. However,  analysts 

also agree that the next move will be a (cyclical)  slowdown.5  

 Opinions only differ regarding the timing. For  example, 

 whereas Capital Economics (2017-12-22) remain very 

 optimistic for 2018 (“It is hard to see how the US  economy 

could have a bad year in 2018.”), the Economic Cycle 

 Research Institute (ECRI, 2017-12-13) already warns of the 

slowdown ahead.6  And, the list of risk factors to this bullish 

scenario remains long. 

At the sharp end, the (overhasty)  unwinding of the 

 accommodative monetary policy measures seems to be the 

 largest risk and a potential trigger for the next  crisis. The 

 global  unwinding of QE has already started in the US, but has 

not been priced in  properly yet. For example,  Capital  Economics 

(2017-12-11) think that investors are still  underestimating the 

extent to which the Fed will tighten policy in 2018.  Otherwise, 

existing (FBI  investigation, North Korea, Brexit etc.) and new 

( NAFTA re-negotiations, Italy etc.) (geo)political risks remain 

burning issues that could trigger volatility spikes that in turn 

could trigger major market corrections given that the whole 

world seems to be in a “short volatility” trade these days.

5. For example, according to the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), with currently 103 months in the books (as of Dec-17), the ongoing cyclical 
US expansion has been the third longest in history (since records started in 1855). Only the expansion in the 1960s and the one following the dot.com bubble 
burst in Mar-01 have been (slightly) longer with 106 and 120 months respectively.

6. In 2017, US GDP growth gained momentum while the global economy is experiencing a syn-chronised upswing. Borrowing costs remain low and, despite 
the low unemployment rate, infl ation and wage growth have not picked up signifi cantly yet. Furthermore, US Congress is now about to add fi scal stimulus to 
this. While Capital Economics expect GDP growth to be 2.5% in 2018, they anticipate a cyclical slowdown to only 1.7% in 2019, as the boost from the fi scal 
stimulus wanes and the cumulative monetary tightening begins to bite. On the other hand, ECRI warn that the US yield curve and their own leading indicator 
(among other things) are already signalling this slowdown.
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Regarding CTA performance going forward, CTAs should be 

able to participate in the current bullish market  environment 

until markets reverse. If the coming slowdown is a mere 

 cyclical one, thus, further extending the sideways move in 

the business cycle, then one should not expect signifi cant 

returns from the industry. However, if the expected  slowdown 

is more severe or even turns into a crisis, then we are  looking 

at “rosy times” ahead for CTAs.

6 PERFORMANCE STATISTICS 2017
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Evolving F EUR Galaxy C EUR Barclay BTOP 50 Barclay CTA Soc Gen CTA

            Absolute Return              Ann. Volatility

                   2017                  3YTD

RPM Evolving F EUR   -9.8%   15.3%

RPM Galaxy C EUR   +3.2%   20.3% 

Barclay BTOP 50 Index   -0.6%          7.1%

Barclay CTA Index    +0.7%       4.2%

SG CTA Index     +2.5%        8.5%

FIGURE 18 - RPM portfolios vs. CTA benchmarks in 2017, monthly data, 
equal volatility. Source: BarclayHedge

TABLE 1 - RPM portfolios versus selected Managed Futures benchmarks in 
2017, monthly data. Source: BarclayHedge
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